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CLIENT NEED
An Oncology client needed support in developing short-term forecasting to test various launch scenarios for their new
product in ovarian cancer.

OUR SOLUTION
Due to unmet need, physicians were warehousing patients in expectation of upcoming breakthrough therapies. 159
leveraged multiple data sources to quantify the size of the patient bolus and the rate at which patients would enter
treatment post product launch. The forecast also incorporated impact of a potential competitor launch within same
time horizon.
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Illustration of Simplified Patient Flow
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Mukesh Masand is a Principal at 159 Solutions, an analytically driven company focused on providing solutions to life
sciences companies. He has 10+ years experience in consulting and pharmaceutical industry, working closely with clients to
help them make data-driven decisions using robust analytics. Prior to joining 159 Solutions, he lead business development
analytics at Viscadia Inc, a start up consulting ﬁrm focused on specialty pharmaceutical products. He also worked at ZS
Associates managing a broad range of sales and marketing analytics engagements across diﬀerent stages of product lifecycle. Mukesh graduated with a masters degree in Finance from Texas A&M University - Mays Business School.
mukesh.masand@159solutions.com
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